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contender for education dept civil rights office could - the department of education and its sub agencies appear here to
stay alas but there is good news the reforms the office for civil rights ocr has inflicted particularly on higher education over
the past eight years may well be in danger, barton s bunk religious right historian hits the big - credible historians
writers and even religious groups have denounced barton s shoddy misleading and politically motivated scholarship which
misquotes and misleadingly portrays historical figures and documents here is a sampling of barton s critics, orders of battle
orders of battle - washington post to its credit has been running a series on poor and white in rural america telling how job
loss wage reductions rising serious drug addiction are devastating this group of people to the extent their life expectancy is
falling, ravi zacharias why i don t think his response at - history is a set of lies agreed upon napol on bonaparte warning
to friends of ravi zacharias if there is any truth in the alleged suicide threat please please please get him help, one deep
reason why the us does not have a sane way to pay - please check the byline above yes it s mandos again single payer
is proposed by many as the most ideal way to reform the payment insurance process for health care in the us for reasons
with which i mostly agree based on personal experience, repost the non libertarian faq slate star codex - this is a repost
of the non libertarian faq aka why i hate your freedom which i wrote about five years ago and which used to be hosted on
my website, 10 giant killers of carmen robertson as a morrisseau ex - it s lonely being the only lawyer out of 90 000 in
canada to ever pursue a morrisseau fakes claim in court the mind boggles on why he would try it a second time after his first
was disastrously trounced by one judge at trial and a justice at appeal, the public domain enclosing the commons of the
mind by - james boyle the public domain enclosing the commons of the mind copyright 2008 by james boyle the author has
made this online version available under a creative, truthsthatfree com peaceful islam - truthsthatfree com and
peacefulislam com website is devoted to information and education warning america of the evils and dangers of islam ttf
bookstore offers thousands of books videos and charts on islam prophecy and theology world religions made simple by
mark water armageddon the changing face of islam in america by larry a poston oil and the middle east crisis, monday
forum october 21 2013 catallaxy files - just a heads up the us has put out a document verifying what i have been saying
that what is known as the common core in the us is linked to australia s new curriculum and the oecd s definition and
selection of competencies along with 21st century skills unesco oecd and the world bank are all driving everything in the
same direction, the critical fraction armed and dangerous - i ve seen analyses of the long odds the u s government
would face if it ever attempted to confiscate civilian firearms before the mathematics of countering tyranny seems like a
particularly well done example the authors compute that under very generous assumptions there are about 83000 door
knockers available to perform confiscation raids, abuse of power a k dart dot com - this is a discussion of the various
abuses of power which have been exhibited by the us government often under the guise of fighting terrorism or some other
popular goal includes news articles about the abuse of power and the perpetuation of government agencies which have too
much power too little restraint and too many bad ideas, how to spot and handle a sociopath - i would say that sadism
relates to taking pleasure in causing other people pain sociopaths it seems to me delight in having power over other people
and if causes pain i m guessing that is inconsequential to them, nasa s trillion dollar treason thefullertoninformer com everything you have been told is a lie and a fraud joe imbriano is the fullerton informer and because you have the right to
know we dare to push the envelope, pepis archive 2008 to 2010 messages on the power elite - 27apr10 pepis 126 the
cult of goldmine sachs bankers to bilderberg goldman sachs are the bilderberg s bankers and are finally facing criminal
charges if it were me i would suspend trading freeze all their assets and arrest and bail the directors until evidence is
forthcoming as to who did what, is hiv really the cause of aids are there really only - the hiv causes aids dogma is the
grandest fraud that has ever been perpetrated on young men and women of the western world aids is a cruel deception that
is maintained because so many people are making money from it, barack obama s greatly overrated intellect a k dart barack obama s greatly overrated intellect president obama s problem is not just inexperience or the fact that he d rather
play golf or basketball than sit in his office and make difficult decisions there is a lot of evidence presented below that he s
just not terribly bright, the dark enlightenment by nick land - the dark enlightenment part 1 the dark enlightenment part 2
the dark enlightenment part 3 the dark enlightenment part 4 the dark enlightenment part 4a the dark enlightenment part 4b
the dark enlightenment part 4c the dark enlightenment part 4d the dark enlightenment part 4e the dark enlightenment part 4f
inal part 1 neo reactionaries head for the exit, the devil s dictionary 1911 the ambrose bierce project - the devil s
dictionary author s preface the devil s dictionary was begun in a weekly paper in 1881 and was continued in a desultory way

at long intervals until 1906 in that year a large part of it was published in covers with the title the cynic s word book a name
which the author had not the power to reject or happiness to approve, the control group is out of control slate star
codex - except you have to wait until you get to the moon to drop your bowling ball and feather and have the theory proved
right about they both fall at the same rate because they are both acted upon by the same force
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